We investigate phrase-based statistical machine translation between English and Urdu, two Indo-European languages that differ significantly in their word-order preferences. Reordering of words and phrases is thus a necessary part of the translation process. While local reordering is modeled nicely by phrase-based systems, long-distance reordering is known to be a hard problem. We perform experiments using the Moses SMT system and discuss reordering models available in Moses. We then present our novel, Urdu-aware, yet generalizable approach based on reordering phrases in syntactic parse tree of the source English sentence. Our technique significantly improves quality of English-Urdu translation with Moses, both in terms of BLEU score and of subjective human judgments.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation between languages with significant word order differences and highly inflected morphology on one or both sides is not always straightforward. Linguistic difference between source and target languages makes translation a complex task. English and Urdu, although both belonging to the Indo-European language family, possess quite different characteristics in word order and morphology.
English is read and written from left to right whereas Urdu is read and written from right to left. Both languages differ in morphological and syntactic features. English has a relatively simple inflectional system: only nouns, verbs and sometimes adjectives can be inflected, and the number of possible inflectional affixes is quite small (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000) . Urdu on the other hand is highly inflectional and rich in morphology. In Urdu verbs are inflected according to gender, number and person of the head noun; noun phrases are marked for gender, number and case; and adjectives inflect according to the gender and number of the head noun.
English is a fixed word order language and follows the SVO (Subject-Verb-Object) structure; Urdu is a free word-order language and allows many possible word orderings but the most common sentence structure used by the native speakers is SOV. Also, instead of English prepositions, Urdu nouns and verbs are followed by postpositions.
Example 1 demonstrates the differing word orders on an English-Urdu sentence pair.
(1) English: They understand English and Urdu.
Urdu A plain phrase-based statistical translation system may not be able to correctly cope with all the differences in grammars of the two languages. The goal of this study is to improve translation quality for the given language pair by making both languages structurally similar before passing the training and test corpora to the SMT system. (Zeman, 2010) gives an overview of related work for many language pairs. (Bojar et al., 2008) and (Ramanathan et al., 2008 ) used a rule-based preprocessing approach on English-to-Hindi translation, which is structurally similar to the English-to-Urdu language pair. They achieved significant BLEU score improvement by reordering English sentences in the training and test corpora to make the word order similar to Hindi. In this paper we use a similar scheme based on an effective rule-based transformation framework. This framework is responsible for reordering the source sentence and making its word order as similar to the target language as possible. Our transformation scheme is general and applicable to other language pairs.
Overview of the Statistical Machine Translation System
Statistical machine translation (SMT) system is one of the applications of the Noisy Channel Model introduced by (Shannon, 1948) in the information theory. The setup of the noisy channel model of a statistical machine translation system for translating from Language F to Language E works like this: The channel receives the input sentence e of Language E, transforms it ("adds noise") into the sentence f of Language F and sends the sentence f to a decoder. The decoder then determines the sentencê e of language E that f is most likely to have arisen from and which is not necessarily identical to e.
Thus, for translating from language F to language E the SMT system requires three major components. A component for computing probabilities to generate sentence e, another component for computing translation probabilities of sentence f given e, and finally, a component for searching among possible foreign sentences f for the one that gives the maximum value for P(f|e)P(e).
Let's treat each sentence as a sequence of words. Assume that a sentence f of language F, represented as f J 1 = f 1 , ..., f j , ..., f J is translated into a sentence e of language E, and represented as e I 1 = e 1 , ..., e i , ..., e I . Then, the probability P(e 
The Translation System
The statistical phrase-based machine translation system, Moses 1 (Koehn et al., 2007) , is used in this work to produce English-to-Urdu translation. According to (Koehn et al., 2007) "The toolkit is a complete out-of-the-box translation system for academic research. It consists of all the components needed to preprocess data, train the language models and the translation models. It also contains tools for tuning these models using minimum error rate training (MERT) ".
Moses automatically trains the translation models on the parallel corpora of the given language pair. It uses an efficient algorithm to find the maximum probability translation among the exponential number of candidate choices. For this study we have chosen to build the phrase translation table on word 7-grams, unless stated otherwise.
Training is performed using train-factored-phrase-model.perl script included in Moses package. Word alignments are extracted using GIZA++ 2 (Och and Ney, 2003) toolkit which is a freely available implementation of IBM models for extracting word alignments. Alignments are obtained by running the toolkit in both translation directions and then symmetrizing the two alignments. We use the grow-diag-finaland alignment heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003) . It starts with the intersection of the two alignments and then adds additional alignment points that lie in the union of the two alignments. This method only adds alignment points between two unaligned words.
For language modeling we use the SRILM toolkit 3 (Stolcke, 2002) with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995; Chen and Goodman, 1998) . More precisely, we use the SRILM tool ngram-count to train our language models.
We use the standard implementation of minimum error rate (MERT) training packed in script mert-moses.pl.
Data and Their Preprocessing
This section provides a brief overview of the data used in this study. We also summarize some statistics over our corpora. We normalized all Urdu texts to make them usable for training of the translation system. We collected four different parallel corpora of at least three different domains from various sources. In addition, we collected a large monolingual corpus from the Web.
Parallel Data
We collected the following four English-Urdu parallel corpora to perform our experiments:
• EMILLE (Baker et al., 2002 ) is a 63 million word corpus of Indic languages which is distributed by the European Language Resources Association (ELRA). The detail of Emille corpus is available from their online manual 4 .
• Wall Street Journal (WSJ) texts from the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1999 The statistics over the bilingual corpora are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . The interesting fact in comparison of the two languages is that in all corpora except the Bible the number of Urdu tokens is higher than the number of English tokens. The reason for the different result for the Bible could be different sources of the English and the Urdu part and the linguistic expressiveness adopted by each of the sources. This raises some doubt about the translation quality in the case of the Bible. Table 2 also summarizes the change in vocabulary size after applying the normalization process (Normalization is discussed in detail in section 4.4). Emille and Penn have smaller loss in vocabulary size after applying normalization, while the Bible corpus loses around 2000 unique words. We can attribute the loss mostly to the wrong usage of diacritic marking that results in multiple (mis-)spellings of the same word. Example 5 shows the varying diacritics on the same word in the unnormalized Bible.
(5) (a) "Who" translated as ‫ن‬ without diacritic marking in bold (correct). English sentence: And who is he that will harm you, if ye be followers of that which is good? Since most Urdu literature is written and understandable without diacritics, the form in Example 5 (a) is also correct whereas the form in Example 5 (c) is ill-formed.
The average sentence length varies across the corpora. It ranges from 8 to 39 words on average for English and from 23 to 42 words on average for Urdu. The highest average length is found in Quran while the Emille corpus has the shortest sentences.
In Figure 1 the overall average length of English sentences is about 25 words. It also shows that the Quran corpus contains a few extraordinarily long sentences, with sizes over 240 words. The corresponding graph for Urdu is presented in Figure 2 . The overall Urdu average is about 30 words per sentence and again the Quran corpus reaches the extremes of over 260 words. The Urdu side of the parallel corpora is also added to the monolingual data.
The monolingual corpus collected for this study contains around 61.6 million tokens distributed in around 2.5 million sentences. These figures cumulatively present the statistics of all the domains whose data is used to build the language model. The language model for this study is trained on a total of 62.4 million tokens in about 2.5 million sentences (after adding the Urdu side of the parallel data). Table 3 shows our division of the parallel corpora into training, development and test sets. We use the training data to train the translation probabilities. The development set is used to optimize the model parameters in the MERT phase (the parameters are weights of the phrase translation model, the language model, the word-order distortion model and a "word penalty" to control the number of words on output). The test set, used for final evaluation of translation quality, is left untouched during the training and development phases. We divided each corpus by taking the first N 1 sentence pairs for training, then the next N 2 sentences for development and the remaining N 3 sentences for testing. Thus the figures in Table 3 also tell how to reconstruct our data sets from the original corpora.
Data Preparation

Normalization
The data have been edited by a number of different authors and organizations who implement their own writing conventions. For instance, while there is a special set of numerals used with the Arabic/Urdu script, using European "Arabic" digits is also acceptable and published texts differ in what numerals they use. Obviously, a statistical MT system will learn better from a corpus that uses one style consistently. That's why we applied some automatic normalization steps to our corpora. The main inconsistencies are as follows:
• Urdu versus English numerals.
• Urdu versus English punctuation.
• Urdu text with/without diacritics. An example of an unnormalized sentence from the Penn Treebank and its normalized counterpart is shown in Table 5 .
English numerals 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Urdu numerals ۰ ۱ ۲ ۳ ۴ ۵ ۶ ۷ ۸ ۹ English translation By 1997, almost all remaining uses of cancercausing asbestos will be outlawed . 
Reordering Models
In this section we address selected problems specific to the English-Urdu language pair (though we argue in Section 1 that our conclusions are generalizable at least to related languages, such as other Indo-Aryan languages in place of Urdu). We propose improvement techniques to help the SMT system deal with the problems and introduce tools necessary to apply the techniques.
More specifically, we address the problem of word order differences between the source and the target language. As explained in Section 1, English is SVO language and Urdu follows the SOV word order. In order for an SMT system to be successful, it has to be able to perform long-distance reordering.
A distortion model can be trained with Moses to account for word-order differences. Unfortunately, allowing long-distance reordering makes the search space explode beyond reasonable stack limits (there are too many possible partial hypotheses). The system therefore has to decide prematurely and it is likely to lose good partial hypotheses during the initial stage.
The alternate way we propose is to preprocess the English side (both training and development/test) and try to make its word-order close to the expected word order of the target Urdu text.
Lexical Reordering in Moses
Moses can learn separate reordering probabilities for each phrase during the training process. The probability is then conditioned on the lexical value of the phrase, and such reordering models are thus also referred to as lexical.
Under an unidirectional reordering model, Moses learns ordering probability of a phrase in respect to the previous phrase. Three ordering types (M, S, D) are recognized and predicted in an msd-unidirectional model:
• Monotone (M) means that the ordering of the two target phrases is identical to the ordering of their counterparts in the source language.
• Swap (S) means that the ordering of the two phrases is swapped in the target language, i.e. the preceding target phrase translates the following source phrase.
• Discontinuous (D) means anything else, i.e. the source counterpart of the preceding target phrase may lie before or after the counterpart of the current phrase but in neither case are the two source phrases adjacent. Note that the three-state msd model can be replaced by a simpler monotonicity model in which the S and D states are merged.
A bidirectional reordering model adds probabilities of possible mutual positions of source counterparts of the current target phrase and the following target phrase (Koehn, 2010) .
Finally, a reordering model can be lexically conditioned on just the source phrase (f) or both the source and the target phrase (fe). By default the msd-bidirectional-fe reordering model is used in all our experiments.
Distance-Based Reordering in Moses
Reordering of the target output phrases is modeled through relative distortion probability distribution d(start i , end i−1 ) , where start i refers to the starting position of the source phrase that is translated into ith target phrase, and end i−1 refers to the end position of the source phrase that is translated into (i − 1)th target phrase. The reordering distance is computed as (start i − end i−1 ).
The reordering distance is the number of words skipped (either forward or backward) when taking source words out of sequence. If two phrases are translated in sequence, then start i = end i−1 + 1; i.e., the position of the first word of phrase i immediately follows the position of the last word of the previous phrase. In this case, a reordering cost of d(0) is applied (Koehn, 2010) . Distance-based model gives linear cost to the reordering distance i.e. movements of phrases over large distances are more expensive.
Whenever we used the distance-based model along with the default bidirectional model, we mention it explicitly.
Source Parse Tree Transformations
We have used the subcomponent of the rule-based English-to-Urdu machine translation system (RBMT) (Ata et al., 2007) for the preprocessing of the English side of the parallel corpora. The RBMT system belongs to the analysis-transfer-generation class of MT systems. In the analysis step, the source sentence is first morphologically analyzed and parsed. Then, during the transfer step, transformations are applied to the sentence structure found by the parser. The primary goal of the transformation module is to reorder the English sentence according to Urdu phrase ordering rules. The transformation rules are kept separated from the transformation module so that a module can easily be adapted for other target languages. The rules can be easily added and deleted through an XML file. In the generation step we use the open source API of the Stanford Parser 15 to generate the parse tree of the English sentence. In this work we have modified the transformation module according to our needs. Instead of retrieving the attributes and relationships after the transformation we just linearize the transformed parse tree by outputting the reordered English tokens. Figure 3 shows an English parse tree before and after transformation. Stanford parser is also available on-line at http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/.
As transformation rules in the RBMT system follow the theoretical model of reverse Panini grammar (Bharati et al., 1995) so, for capturing the most commonly followed word order structures in Urdu we defined a new set of transformation rules. We analyzed the parallel corpora and proposed transformation rules for the most frequent orderings of constituents. A set of nearly 100 transformation rules was compiled. Some instances are shown in Example 6: (6) • Prepositions become postpositions. 
Experiments and Results
Our baseline setup is a plain phrase-based translation model combined with the bidirectional reordering model. Distance-based experiments use both the bidirectional and the distance-based reordering models. (We use the default distortion limit of Moses.) In experiments with preprocessed (transformed) source English data we also use the bidirectional lexical model but not the distance-based model.
All experiments have been performed on normalized target data and mixed 16 language model. In all experiments where normalized target corpus is used, all Urdu data have been normalized, i.e. training data and reference translations of development and test data. See Section 4.4 for a description of the normalization steps.
The translations produced by the different models are illustrated in Table 6 . A sentence from the Penn Treebank is presented together with its reference Urdu translation and with translation proposals by three models applying three different approaches to word reordering. Here we would like to mention that the reference translation of the given sentence is not structured well. The reference sentence is split into two comma-separated sections (see the gloss) where a single-clause wording like in the English input would be better. The distance-based system tries to perform the reordering within a window of 6 words whereas our transformation module reached farther and correctly moved the main verb phrase to the end of the sentence.
The other noticeable fact is the correct translation of object phrase "hearings" by our transformation-based system whereas the less sophisticated systems were unable to translate the object noun phrase. The probable reason is that the phrase "The Senate
Original sentence
The Senate Banking Committee will begin hearings next week on their proposal to expand existing federal housing programs.
Transformed input
The Senate Banking Committee hearings next week their proposal existing federal housing programs expand to on begin will.
seneṭ banking kameṭī samāˀteñ agale hafte šurūˀkare gī , mojūdah wafāqī hāūsing progrāmoñ ko wasīˀkarne kī un kī tajwīz par .
Gloss
Senate banking committee hearings next week beginning do will, current federal housing programs to wider doing of them of proposal on. Table 6 : Output translation of baseline, distance-based and transformation-based system.
Banking Committee hearings", also present in training data, had a higher frequency and was learned by the phrase extractor of Moses.
In Urdu, constituents of compound noun phrases in the form "NNP 1 NNP 2 " are separated using postpositions as in "NNP 1 IN NNP 2 ". Due to bringing subject and object phrase closer, much better translation of the subject phrase is retrieved by the transformation-based system, see Example 7. This is a better translation than the mere transliteration used in the reference phrase. (7) • Input: Senate
Committee NNP 3
• Reference:
According to our analysis the output translation produced by the transformation system is much more accurate then the output produced by the baseline and distancebased models except the additional postposition " " (par) "on" before the verb phrase " ‫ے‬ ö ‫وع‬ " (šurūˀkare gī) "will begin" at the end of the sentence. The reason of placing the postposition before the verb phrase is quite obvious: incorrect placement of the preposition "on" in the transformed input sentence.
In Figure 4 we show the cause of the incorrect placement of the preposition "on" before the verb phrase. In our transformed tree the transformation rule PP → IN NP correctly transformed into PP → NP IN but this transformation actually generated error in the output translation because of the sub-phrase "S" inside the noun phrase (NP). We found out that in all sentences where noun phrases contain "S" or "SBAR" we could automatically remove the sub-phrase node and place it at the end of current transformation rule. For instance in our case the rule PP → NP IN will become PP → NP IN S in transformed tree. The same scheme is also applicable for several other cases where sub-phrases split the constituents of a phrase pair and cause translation errors. The current transformation system doesn't include such sub-phrasal mechanisms yet.
Even the current syntax-aware reordering outperforms both the baseline system and the distance-based reordering model.
In Table 7 we compare the BLEU scores of baseline, distance-based and transformation-based systems. For 3 out of 4 corpora, the transformation-based system is significantly better than both the baseline and the distance-based system. For Quran, the BLEU score decreased from 13.99 (distance-based) to 13.37 (transformation-based). Table 6 We suspect that the atypically long sentences of Quran played a role here. Even though the transformations proved to be the best tool available for long-distance reordering, extremely long sentences are more difficult to parse and transformations may have been applied to incorrect parse trees. As an illustration, consider the following English sentence from the Quran: Table 7 : Comparison of baseline, distance-based and transformation-based reordering results. All BLEU scores are computed against one reference translation.
VP → VBD NP PP PRN , SBAR which is heuristically (and incorrectly) transformed to VP → PRN PP NP VBD , SBAR The correct transformation for this rule should be VP → PP NP VBD PRN , SBAR Also note that the NP label of not dissent is a consequence of a tagging error made by the Stanford parser (dissent incorrectly tagged as noun). We do not have any easy remedy to these problems; however, see Section 8 for possible directions of future research.
Human Evaluation
Automatic evaluation metrics such as the BLEU score are indispensable during system development and training, however, it is a known fact that in some cases and for some language pairs their correlation with human judgment is less than optimal. We thus decided to manually evaluate translation quality on our test data, although due to time and labor constraints we were only able to do this on a limited subset of the data.
We took the Emille test data (360 sentences) and selected randomly a subset of 50 sentences. For each of these sentences, we had five versions: the English source and four Urdu translations: the reference translation and the outputs of the baseline, distance-based and transformation-based systems. We randomized these four Urdu versions so that their origin could not be recognized and presented them to a native speaker of Urdu. Her task was to assign to each Urdu translation one of three categories:
• 2 … acceptable translation, not necessarily completely correct and fluent, but understandable • 1 … correct parts can be identified but the whole sentence is bad • 0 … too bad, completely useless, the English meaning cannot be even estimated from it After restoring the information which sentence came from which model, we counted the sentences in each category. As seen in Table 8 , the subjective evaluation confirmed that our transformation approach outperforms automatically learned reordering models. Table 8 : Human assessment of translation quality for the reference translation and the outputs of the three systems on a random subset of Emille test data. Category 0 is worst, 2 is best.
Conclusion and Future Work
We described our experiments with statistical machine translation from English to Urdu. We collected and normalized significant amounts of parallel and monolingual data from different domains. Then we focused on word order differences and compared two statistical reordering models to our novel syntax-aware, transformationbased preprocessing technique. In terms of automatic evaluation using BLEU score, the transformations outperformed both the lexically conditioned and the distancebased reordering models on all but one corpus. Especially valuable is the fact that we were able to confirm the improvement by subjective human judgments, although we were only able to perform a small-scale evaluation.
We identified the following open problems which could guide the future work:
• Sub-phrasal rules as sketched in the discussion to Figure 4 might improve the transformation results.
• Very long sentences with many parentheses (a specialty of the Quran corpus) are hard to parse, transform and translate. A divide-et-impera approach could be explored here: e.g. extracting the parentheses from the source text and translating them separately could address both computational complexity and translation quality at the same time.
• Arbitrarily long rules of the treebank grammar cannot be covered by a predefined set of transformations. In theory, the grammar could be automatically converted and the number of right-hand-side symbols limited in a way similar to standard algorithms of creating a normal form of a grammar. However, it is not clear how such a normalization algorithm should be designed. It should not just mechanically split right-hand sides after the n-th nonterminal because it could separate two symbols that together triggered a transformation.
• Tagging and parsing errors may negatively affect the accuracy of the transformations. Their precise impact should be evaluated and possibly compared to other parsers. Parser combination could improve the results. Besides word order, Urdu and English also differ in morphology, a fact that has been mostly ignored in the present study. It would also be interesting to see how factored translation models can improve generation of various word forms on the Urdu side.
